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ABSTRACT

This talk overs two topi s.
(1) A status report on a model for and p physi s. This model has been
implemented in the Pythia program, to allow the generation of omplete
events. A few omparisons between expe ted pp, p and event properties are presented.
(2) Some on luding remarks for the `event models' session. The main observation is that the more `physi s-motivated' models as a rule ontain more
free parameters. There may therefore be a trade-o between sophisti ation
and predi tive power. However, a detailed physi s model is required in
order to understand ex lusive quantities.

1.

and

YTHIA

p events in P

The two programs Pythia 5.7 and Jetset 7.4 together provide a general-purpose pa kage for the generation of multihadroni events in e+ e , ep, pp=pp, p and
ollisions
+
[1℄. These initial states are given in order of in reasing omplexity: the e e annihilation
rea tions are perturbatively al ulable, while a hadroni initial state implies un ertainties
related to the parton distribution fun tions and the fate of the beam remnant. With two
in oming hadrons, the possibility of multiple parton{parton intera tions appears. A photon, via its VMD omponent, involves all the un ertainties of a hadron, but additionally
other omponents of the photon may intera t.
The model of Gerhard S huler and myself for p events is des ribed in [2℄ and the
extension to in [3℄. There are no major news in the programs, ompared to the status
in the latter report, but further theoreti al studies are under way, and will eventually be
re e ted in an improved des ription of p and physi s [4℄. So far the studies only
deal with in oming real photons; the transition from a real to a virtual photon involves
additional physi s aspe ts.
For in oming hadrons, the main building blo ks of the Pythia/Jetset programs are
the following:

 Hard pro ess matrix elements. The lowest-order QCD pro esses are qq0 ! qq0 ,
qq ! q0 q0, qq ! gg, qg ! qg, gg ! qq and gg ! gg for purely hadroni initial
states, q ! qg and g ! qq for one unresolved photon, and g ! qq for two

unresolved photons. Many other hard pro esses are imaginable, but are unimportant
for in lusive event properties.
 Parton distribution fun tions, whi h des ribe the Q2 -dependent omposition of the
in oming beam parti les. An extensive ompilation of existing parametrizations is
available in PDFLIB [5℄.
 Initial- and nal-state radiation, in the parton-shower approximation. This gives
the QCD radiation that may o ur between the hard Q2 s ale and some lower ut-o
at typi al hadroni s ales.
 Beam remnants, whi h are left behind when a parton is taken out of an in oming
hadron. A remnant is normally oloured, and therefore onne ted to the rest of the
event. Additionally, the remnant ontains in itself a number of partons and may
therefore undergo several hard or semi-hard parton{parton intera tions, so- alled
multiple intera tions [6℄.
 Soft events ontain no hard QCD pro esses, but are related to intera tions in the
non-perturbative se tor of QCD. One expe ts some ontinuity to the hard events
above, i.e. this event lass should be visualizable in terms of soft gluon ex hanges.
 Elasti and di ra tive events, whi h are distinguished experimentally by the presen e of rapidity gaps. The total, elasti and di ra tive ross se tions are
parametrized by Regge-theory-inspired formulae [7℄. The remainder, tot el di ,
is made up of the hard and soft pro ess lasses above.
 Outgoing oloured partons fragment into olourless hadrons a ording to the string
fragmentation des ription [8℄.
 Unstable parti les subsequently de ay to the stable ones.
For extensions to p and events, the starting point is the assumed photon wave
fun tion
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That is, in addition to its bare state, the photon may u tuate into a fermion{antifermion
pair. In general, the oeÆ ients i depend on the s ale  used to probe the photon. Thus 2`  ( em=2)(2=3) ln(2=m2` ). Introdu ing a ut-o parameter p0 to separate the low- and high-virtuality parts of the qq u tuations, one similarly obtains 2q  ( em=2)2e2q ln(2=p20). The VMD part orresponds to the range of qq u tuations below pP
thus P-independent. Finally, bare is given by unitarity:
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bare is always lose to unity. Usually
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the probing s ale  is taken to be the transverse momentum of a 2 ! 2 parton-level
pro ess. Our tted value p0  0:5 GeV then sets the minimum transverse momentum of
a perturbative bran hing ! qq.
The subdivision of the above photon wave fun tion orresponds to the existen e of
three main event lasses in p events, f. Fig. 1:
1. The VMD pro esses, where the photon turns into a ve tor meson before the intera tion, and therefore all pro esses allowed in hadroni physi s may o ur. This
in ludes elasti and di ra tive s attering as well as low-p? (soft) and high-p? (hard)
non-di ra tive events.
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Figure 1: Contributions to hard p intera tions: a) VMD, b) dire t, and ) anomalous. Only the basi graphs are illustrated; additional partoni a tivity is allowed
in all three pro esses. The presen e of spe tator jets has been indi ated by dashed
lines, while full lines show partons that (may) give rise to high-p? jets.
2. The dire t pro esses, where a bare photon intera ts with a parton from the proton.
3. The anomalous pro esses, where the photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq pair,
and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) intera ts with a parton from the
proton.
All three pro esses are of O( em). However, in the dire t ontribution the photon stru ture fun tion is of O(1) and the hard s attering matrix elements of O( em), while the
opposite holds for the VMD and the anomalous pro esses. As we already noted, the `+`
u tuations are not interesting, and there is thus no lass asso iated with them.
A generalization of the above pi ture to events is obtained by noting that ea h of
the two in oming photons is des ribed by a wave fun tion of the type given in eq. (1). In
total, there are therefore three times three event lasses. By symmetry, the `o -diagonal'
ombinations appear pairwise, so the number of distin t lasses is only six. These are, f.
Fig. 2:
1. VMDVMD: both photons turn into hadrons, and the pro esses are therefore the
same as allowed in hadron{hadron ollisions.
2. VMDdire t: a bare photon intera ts with the partons of the VMD photon.
3. VMDanomalous: the anomalous photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq pair,
and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) intera ts with a parton from the
VMD photon.
4. Dire tdire t: the two photons dire tly give a quark pair, ! qq. Also lepton
pair produ tion is allowed, ! `+` , but will not be onsidered by us.
5. Dire tanomalous: the anomalous photon perturbatively bran hes into a qq pair,
and one of these (or a daughter parton thereof) dire tly intera ts with the other
photon.
6. Anomalousanomalous: both photons perturbatively bran h into qq pairs, and
subsequently one parton from ea h photon undergoes a hard intera tion.
The rst three lasses above are pretty mu h the same as the three lasses allowed in p
events, sin e the intera tions of a VMD photon and those of a proton are about the same.
The total ross se tion of p [9℄ and [3℄ events may be given in Regge-theory
language as
totp (s)  67:7s + 129s  [b℄ ;
(2)


tot (s)  211s + 297s [nb℄ ;
(3)
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Figure 2: Contributions to hard intera tions: a) VMDVMD, b) VMDdire t,
) VMDanomalous, d) dire tdire t, e) dire tanomalous, and f) anomalous
anomalous. Notation as in Fig. 1.
with   0:0808 and   0:4525. These ross se tions are subdivided into the above
omponents, with the VMD and VMDVMD lasses further subdivided into the various
ve tor meson ontributions and into elasti , di ra tive and non-di ra tive lasses [2, 3, 7℄.
The photon wave-fun tion ansatz also leads to an expression for the photon parton
distributions:
fa (x; 2 ) = fa ;dir(x; 2 ) + fa ;VMD(x; 2 ) + fa ;anom(x; 2 ; p20 ) =
X 4 em f V (x; 2) + f ;anom(x; 2; p2) ;
= Z3 Æa Æ(1 x) +
a
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where the anomalous omponent is fully perturbatively al ulable.
All of this involves a ertain amount of arbitrariness. In parti ular, the transition
between the di erent event lasses is handled by sharp ut-o s, where one would rather
expe t a smooth joining. However, the approa h outlined above does give an expli it and
omplete model for essentially all event properties [2, 3℄.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the dE?=dy ow, omparing , p and pp events at the
same energy. The dire t and anomalous event lasses give more transverse a tivity than
does the VMD one, so the E? ow is more signi ant in than in pp (or pp, whi h is
about the same as pp). The p pro ess interpolates between the two, loser to in the
photon hemisphere of the event and loser to pp in the proton hemisphere. The same
pattern may be observed in other distributions, e.g. the harged-parti le multipli ity and
the jet rate.

dE?=dy [GeV℄

y

Figure 3: Transverse energy ow for E m = 25 GeV as a fun tion of rapidity for
di erent beams: : full histogram; p: dashed one; and pp: dash-dotted one.
2.

Con luding Remarks

In this se tion I will make a few omments on the status of our modelling of and p
physi s. This is to be seen as a omplement to the information given in the other talks of
this session (by Kessler, Drees, S huler, Seymour and Butterworth), and of the workshop
in general. There is no attempt at ompleteness, neither in the text nor in the referen es.
The ultimate goal is to understand everything about p and intera tions:
1. (Semi)in lusive quantities su h as
 totp (s), tot (s),
 F2 (x; Q2).
2. (Semi)ex lusive quantities su h as
 subdivision of tot into VMD, dire t , anomalous , and maybe more,
 subdivision of the VMD ross se tion by ve tor meson spe ies and by elasti ,
di ra tive and non-di ra tive omponents,
 di erential distributions delasti =dt, ddi ra tive =dt dM 2 ,
 harged multipli ity distribution, E? ow and other simple event properties,
 jet rates and jet{jet orrelations,
 underlying event a tivity, signatures for multiple intera tions and pedestal effe ts,
 the hara ter of the beam jets and its relation to the pro ess type,
 rapidity gaps and other irregularities,
 the hange in event properties when moving ontinuously from real to virtual
photons,
 heavy- avour produ tion rates,
 and so on.

For the in lusive quantities, approa hes entirely based on analyti al formulae are meaningful. However, the more ex lusive the quantity studied, the larger the need for a Monte
Carlo implementation. The event generator approa h is useful for its modular and exible
book-keeping apabilities: in terms of possible subpro esses, or partons emitted in parton
showers, or hadrons produ ed in the fragmentation stage, et .
Although the above list gives the impression of overing a host of separate topi s, it all
hangs together. The total ross se tion is here an interesting ase study. Currently there
are two main approa hes to a des ription. The one is the Regge-theory ansatz, where tot
is given as the sum of two terms, the pomeron one (s) and the reggeon one (s  ), f.
eqs. (2) and (3). This ansatz gives a very handy parametrization of ross se tions, that
seems to be in good agreement with data. However, it does not ne essarily lead to any
understanding of the underlying physi s.
More appealing is the se ond main approa h, where the rise of the total ross se tion
at large energies is related to the in rease of the jet ross se tion. In its simplest variant
one would write tot (s) = soft (s) + jet (s; p?min) [10℄. The jet term is obtained by
integrating the perturbative 2 ! 2 hard-s attering ross se tion in the region p? > p?min.
Un ertainties ome from the hoi e of p?min s ale, from parton distributions, from higherorder orre tions to the lowest-order matrix elements, from the hoi e of a soft (s), and so
on. Furthermore, if one attempts to limit the arbitrariness by keeping p?min independent
of s, the approa h breaks down at large energies, where the jet ross se tion is known to
in rease faster than the total one.
We understand that this is linked to the emergen e of events with several parton{
parton intera tions above the p?min s ale. For instan e, an event with two intera tions
should ount twi e against the hard-s attering ross se tion, but only on e against the
total one. The eikonalization approa h is a onvenient way of a ounting for an arbitrary
number of intera tions. Normally the dire t pro esses are assumed una e ted, i.e. only
the ones with a resolved photon are eikonalized. In addition to the input already mentioned, one here needs to spe ify the probability for a photon to turn into a hadron [11℄,
the impa t parameter dependen e of the eikonal (obtained as a onvolution of the matter
densities of the two in oming parti les), the r^ole of elasti and di ra tive topologies, and
so on. Sub-variants are possible, su h as leaving soft out of the eikonalization ma hinery
[12℄.
In a further level of sophisti ation, the probability for a photon to intera t like a
hadron an be repla ed by a sum over dis rete ve tor-meson states plus an integral over a
ontinuum of perturbative qq states (the anomalous omponent) [13℄. Ea h state is now to
be eikonalized separately, and ea h with its own set of free parameters: soft ross se tions,
matter densities, and so on. The only area where the freedom is redu ed by this hoi e
is for parton distributions, where the VMD ones in prin iple are measurable (though in
pra ti e not, so one uses e.g. the  ones) and the anomalous ones are al ulable.
In the end, even this omplex ma hinery is hardly more su essful than the simple
Regge-theory-based one. In fa t, if the only riterion is predi tive power for the total
ross se tion at higher energies, it ould be argued that the pomeron-type ansatz is the
best bet. Somewhat surprisingly, the experien e outlined above tea hes us that there is
a tradeo between sophisti ation and predi tive power: the more advan ed we try to be,
the more free parameters we have to play with, and the less onstrained we are about
what will happen at energies not yet explored.
So when we still persevere to build ever more detailed models for the total ross
se tion, it is be ause the ultimate goal is to rea h an understanding of the nature of the

photon and its intera tions. If we have reasons to believe that the photon has a omplex
nature, then we should not expe t to get away with simple re ipes for everything. A
sophisti ated approa h also provides a blueprint for how to model or predi t a number
of ex lusive event properties. Testability therefore omes not only from the total ross
se tion. Let us illustrate this point with a few examples.
 If the photon is assumed to have a VMD omponent, with an energy-independent
probability for a photon to turn into a given ve tor meson, then the rate for various VMD elasti pro esses p ! V p an be predi ted by analogy with p ! p
Regge-theory parametrizations. HERA data ni ely agree with this expe tation of
a produ tion rate in reasing with energy above about 10 GeV [14℄. Had the lowenergy elasti 0 produ tion been just an e e t of nite energies, the ross se tion
ould rather have gone to zero. So the VMD on ept is useful and predi tive.
 The beam remnant stru ture is di erent for dire t and VMD photons, Figs. 1 and 2:
a dire t photon leaves behind no remnant jet, while a VMD one does. (The assumed
third pro ess lass, the anomalous one, gives intermediate properties. For simpli ity
we leave it out of the following dis ussion; it does not hange anything qualitatively.)
A separation into (at least) two event lasses is learly visible in the HERA plots
on the energy ow in the photon dire tion [15℄. However, on ideologi al grounds,
we may expe t a smooth transition between the two, as follows. The primordial k?
distribution of a VMD beam remnant is expe ted to fall o for values larger than
about 0.5 GeV. Here the dire t pro esses should take over, i.e. the jets of the `hard'
intera tions should stret h down to make onta t with the `soft' region. If this is
not the ase, e.g. if the p?min ut-o of dire t pro esses is at around 2 GeV, a hole
in the primordial k? distribution should one day be visible.
 For the al ulation of an in lusive jet rate, it is enough to de ne one set of parton
distributions inside a photon. However, if one wants to take one step further and
simulate the initial (and nal) state parton showers that ome with the hard intera tions, it is important to re ognize that the parton distributions obey inhomogeneous
evolution equations. Then a bran hing ! qq may initiate the shower at a s ale
k? larger than the normal lower ut-o Q0 . This ase an be handled in standard
shower algorithms, but it is not transparent. An alternative representation is given
if the (resolved) photon is split into a set of dis rete VMD states plus a ontinuum
of perturbative qq states. Then ea h state obeys standard homogeneous evolution
equations. The shower ut-o is Q0 for the VMD states and max(Q0; k?) for the
anomalous states. Also the parton distributions are (in prin iple, at least) predi ted
by this approa h.
 The eikonalization phenomenon is losely asso iated with the emergen e of multijet events, where several parton{parton intera tions o ur. Ba kgrounds, su h as
perturbative four-jet produ tion (2 ! 4) may make experimental dete tion diÆ ult,
but not impossible. If the resolved photon is onsidered as a single homogeneous
event lass, a simple trigger bias leads to an enhan ed multiple-intera tion rate in
high-p? events | possibly the origin of the pedestal e e t observed in hadron olliders [16, 6℄. However, if ea h VMD and anomalous photon state is to be eikonalized
separately instead, there will be a lass of large-k? anomalous events for whi h eikonalization should be negligible, and the underlying event a tivity therefore redu ed.
This lass ould be tagged by the beam jet stru ture.
In summary, we need models for total p and ross se tions, both what they are (for

whi h the pomeron+reggeon ansatz seems to work well) and why they are whatever they
are (for whi h more sophisti ated approa hes may be needed). Also ex lusive quantities
need to be understood, in their own right and be ause `ordinary' photon events may
onstitute the major ba kground to a number of more `interesting' pro esses. We should
also not ex lude the possibility of stumbling a ross some new and unexpe ted pie e of
QCD physi s.
While many studies an be performed analyti ally, the event generator approa h is the
one that o ers most exibility for the future. Today the studies are largely dominated
by various pa kages developed inside experimental ollaborations. These pa kages often
lead a life of their own. Presumably we will see the major pa kages su h as Herwig [17℄
and Pythia play a more dominant r^ole in the future, as is already the ase in p. This
has the advantage of emphasizing the ommon physi s aspe ts, e.g. between , p and
pp.
The work that has been done so far, both by theory and by experiment (today largely
dominated by HERA, of ourse), has gone a long way towards improving our understanding of the photon. However, there are many areas that still are in need of further study.
Two well-de ned questions are whether and how a smooth joining is obtained between
the di erent event lasses, and how the transition between a real and a virtual photon
looks in detail.
If we keep on working in this eld, it is not be ause we should expe t easy answers.
On the ontrary, as I have tried to make lear, a full understanding of physi s may
well be the ultimate hallenge of minimum-bias physi s (leaving heavy-ion physi s aside).
So even if we should never quite rea h this goal, we should remember that it is more
honourable to not quite have made it to the top of Mt. Everest than to not quite have
s aled the Jura mountains.
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